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Let K be any infinite field of characteristic not two. We consider the K- 
algebra K, [G] of all polynomial functions of the general linear group G of 
all nonsingular (n x n) matrices over K. Let n be odd. The aim of this article 
is to exhibit ideal generators of the kernel in K, [G] of restriction to the odd 
orthogonal group r < G, generalising Weyl’s [4] work in characteristic zero. 
Our approach throughout is to consider r as a group of matrices defined by 
the vanishing of polynomials in their coefficients, the classical view, rather 
than as a group generated by elements derived from an associated Lie 
algebra; the more modern view of Chevalley groups. 
This article forms part of the author’s thesis submitted at the University of 
Warwick. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout K will denote an infinite field of arbitrary characteristic, 
unless stated otherwise. We shall write the K-tensor product OK as 0, and 
for any integer n > 0 denote the set { 1, 2 ,..., n} by n. 
1.1 Polynomial Functions of the General Linear Group 
Fix an integer n > 0. We denote by G the group of all nonsingular (n x n) 
matrices g = (guV)p.YEn with entries in K. For P, v E n define c,, to be the K- 
linear function, of the group algebra KG, which maps each g E G to its 
01, v)th coefficient g,, E K. Denote by K, [G] the K-algebra with identity 
generated by these functions, operations being defined pointwise. Then 
K, [G] is by definition the K-algebra of all polynomial functions of G and 
since K is infinite the c,,,, are algebraically independent over K. Thus K, [GI 
can be regarded simply as the K-algebra of polynomials in n* indeterminates 
c,, C.4 v E n). 
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Remark. (a) It follows that we can also regard K, IG] as the afline 
algebra of the algebraic semigroup of all (n X n) matrices with entries in K. 
(b) Note that K, [G] differs from the aftme algebra associated with G 
as an algebraic group, since the latter includes the inverse of the determinant 
function. 
Let r be any subgroup of G. Elements of K, [G] can be regarded, by 
restriction to r, as K-linear functions of KT. We denote by K, [r] the K- 
algebra with identity of these restricted maps. Then the restriction map 
Y? K, [G] -+ K, [Z-] is a surjective morphism of K-algebras. 
Notice that if r is a closed subgroup of the special linear group, then 
K, [r] is pecisely the affme algebra of r as an algebraic group since the 
determinant function is invertible, being identically one. Accordingly, we 
shall ommit the + from our notation in this case. 
1.2 The Orthogonal Group 
Let h E G; then the set {g E G: g’hg = h), where g’ denotes the transpose 
of g, is a subgroup of G. In particular, the matrix Y = (BIII,JU,VEn, where 
3:= n + 1 - v and 6 is the Kronecker delta, yields the orthogonal group. 
Henceforth r will always denote the orthogonal group as defined by Y. 
Now, since all the elements of r clearly have determinant f 1, the deter- 
minant function in K, [r] is invertible. Therefore K, [r] is precisely the 
affine algebra K[T] of r as an algebraic group. 
2. CHEVALLEY'S THEOREM FOR G AND r 
2.1 Unipotent and Diagonal Subgroups of G 
We define the following subgroups of G: 
U := (unipotent upper triangular matrices}, a unipotent group; 
UP := (unipotent lower triangular matrices}, a unipotent group; 
T := { nonsingular diagonal matrices ), a commutative group; 
W := {permutation matrices}, isomorphic to the symmetric group. 
We have the following well-known theorem concerning these groups: 
2.la THEOREM (Bruhat, Chevalley). We have G = c),.,, U- . w + T. U 
(a disjoint union). 
Proof Steinberg (3, p. 361 proves by hand, that is, using nothing but 
elementary matrix theory, that G = u,.,, U . w e T + U. Now, it is easy to 
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see that Ye U . Y = U-, where Y is the matrix defined in Section 1.2, and 
since YE W, Y. W= W so that 
G=Y.G= (I) (Y-U-Y). w.T.U= (j U-.w.T.U. 
WOW W’EW 
This completes the proof. 
It is clear that K[U] and K[U-] are polynomial rings over K freely 
generated by the ( y ) restricted coordinate functions (cU,,: 1 <p < u < n) of U 
and {c,,: l<v<jL<n} of u-, respectively. Also K, [T] is a polynomial 
ring freely generated by the restricted coordinate functions (c,, : ,U E n) of T. 
2.2 The Big Cell and Chevalley’s Theorem for G 
We define the Big Cell D in G to be the set of elements 
Notation. In the remaining part of this section we indicate with a dash 
the (n - 1 x n - 1) matrix equivalent of all our definitions for G. Thus, for 
example, G’ is the group of all nonsingular (n - 1 x n - 1) matrices and a’ 
is its Big Cell. 
Now, for g E G denote by go the matrix obtained from g by deleting the 
nth row and column. If f E K, [G] is a polynomial in the c,, @, v E n - l), 
we can consider f as an element of K, (G’] by using the obvious inclusion of 
K+[G’l in K, [Gl. Then f(g) =f(f), remembering that if go is singular we 
can still define f( g”) (Section 1.1, Remark). It is easy to prove 
2.2a LEMMA. For u-EU-, WE W, tETand uEU then (u-wtu)O= 
u - ow”touo. Also R” = Q’. 
We can now prove the following well known importent result: 
2.2b PROPOSITION. For s E n dejine D, E K + [G] to be the determinant 
ofrhe matrix (cp,),,,,, and d := n,,.D,. - 
Then L?= {gEG:d(g)#O). 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n. Clearly the result holds if n = 1. 
Assume the result is true for n- 1, so that S’= (gEG’:d’(g)+O}. 
Consider u-tu E U-TU, then by (2.2a) upotouo E R’ so that, denoting D, 
by D, 
d(u-tu) = D(u-tu) d’(u-tu) 
= D(t) d’(u -“t”uo) 
is nonzero (considering K + [G’ ] c K, [G]). 
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To show these are the only elements of G satisfying this, we must use 
(2.la). Notice that B is the term in the disjoint union of G. given in (2. la). 
with w equal to the identity matrix IE W. 
Case (i). If w E W\(Z} has a 1 in the (n, n)th place, then I’ # ~7’ E W’ 
and therefore, by induction, d’(~~~w~t%~) = 0 so that d’(u wtu) = 0 by 
(2.2a) and hence d(u-wtu) = 0. 
Case (ii). If w E W\(Z} has a zero in the (n, n)th place, then MI’ is 
singular so that D’(w’) = 0. It now follows that (u-wtu)O = u~~w~Pu~ is 
singular so that D’(u-wtu) = 0 and therefore d(u-wlu) = 0. 
Hence, 0 = { g E G : d(g) # O), completing the proof. 
Now, given a commutative K-algebra with identity and S a 
multiplicatively closed subset containing the identity, we can form the 
commutative K-algebra of fractions R[S-‘1 [ 1, p. 361. Following 111, 
elements of R [S-l] are denoted by “fractions” r/s (r E R, s E S). If R is an 
integral domain then the natural map R --t R [S-l], given by mapping r to 
r/l, is injective and we can identify R with a subalgebra of R [,I-‘]. Finally, 
when S is generated by a single element s E S we shall write R [s- ’ 1 for 
R[S-‘I. Notice that every element of RISC’] can be written as r/s”’ for some 
r E R and integer m > 0. 
(2.2~) We form the K-algebra of fractions K+[G][d-‘I. Since K, [G] is 
certainly an integral domain we shall consider it as a subalgebra of this. 
Now, we identify K+[G][d-‘1 with a K-algebra of functions on Sz as 
follows: 
Let q E K, [G] and m > 0; then q/d”’ is the function which maps g E Q to 
q(g)/d”(g). We must check that this definition is well defined and that q/d” 
defines a unique function of a. 
Suppose that q/d”’ = q,/d”Q for some ql E K, [G] and integer ml z 0. 
Then, by definition, qd”! = qldm in K, [G]; i.e., q(g)d”Tg) = q,(g) d”‘(g) 
for all g E G. Now, if g & 0 then d’“(g) = d”l( g) = 0 SO that q/d” = ql/dmi 
if and only if q(g) d”‘(g) = q’(g) d”‘(g) for all g E R if and only if 
q( g)/d”( g) = q,( g)/d”l( g) for all g E J2, completing the proof. 
(2.2d) It is also a standard procedure to show that the K-algebra A := 
K[U-]@K+1T]OK[~] can be identified with functions of A := 
U-XTXU [2, Sect.2.41. Thenf,@f,@f,EA maps (u-,t,u)EA to 
f,W>f2Wf3@)- F ur th er, write 6 for the element 1 @ d @ 1 E A, where d, 
considered as a function of T, is equal to c;, cl;’ + .. c,‘,,, E K, IT]. Then we 
can consider A[E’] as a K-algebra of functions of A with q/6” E A [a-’ ] 
mapping (u-, c, u) E A to q(u-, t, u)/S”‘(U-, t, u). Notice also that since A is 
an integral domain we shall consider A as a K-subalgebra of A[6- ‘1. 
Henceforth, we shall consider K, [G][d-‘1 and A[6-‘1 as K-algebras of 
functions of R and A, respectively. 
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(2.2e) Define a map e~:n -+R by (p(u-, t, u) = u-tu. Clearly this is 
surjective. Suppose that (D(u-, t, u) = rp(u;, t,, ul); then u-tu = u;t, u,. 
Hence, (u;)-‘u-t = t,u,u-’ and since the LHS is a lower triangular matrix 
and the RHS is an upper triangular matrix we see that t = t, , u- = u; and 
u = uI. Thus Q is also injective. 
We can now state the famous theorem of Chevalley for G: 
2.2f THEOREM (Chevalley). The map p: A -+ R induces an isomorphism 
ofK-al,~ebrasrp*:K+[G][d-‘)~A[6-’]givenbycp*(f)=fo(p:n~R~K. 
Proqfi An elementary proof by Steinberg of this theorem for G is 
contained in the proof of Theorem 7 in 131. 
2.3 The Big Cell and Chevalley’s Theorem for T 
We define the following subgroups of the orthogonal group r, 
u,- :=u-nr, T,. := Tn I-, lJ,:=tJni- 
and the subset f2, := 52 n r, the Big Cell. 
2.3a LEMMA. The subset L?, is equal to 
0) {sEr:d(g)#OJ, 
(ii) U; T,. U,. 
Pro@ We sketch the proof, which is standard: Since 
0 = { g E G: d(g) # O} by (2.2b), then (i) is immediate. To prove (ii) we 
introduce an automorphism Q: G + G defined by cr( g) = Y . (g’) - ’ . Y. Then 
r is the set of fixed points of u and it is not hard to show that u preserves 
U-, T and U. Now, 0 = U- TU so suppose that g = U-tu E a n P, then 
a(g) = a(~-) u(t) a(u) = g. But we have shown that every element of R has 
a unique expression as a product of elements of U-, T and U (2.2e) so that 
u(c) = u-, a(t)=tando(u)=uandhenceu-EU;,tETranduEU,.. 
Thus D,. c U,Z T, U, and the reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Remark. Our particular choice of matrix Y in Section 1.2, used to define 
r, ensures that u preserves U-, T and U and hence that Q, is the restriction 
0f Q t0 r. 
Following (2.2c, d) we can now identify K[r][d-‘1, where d is considered 
a function of r by restriction, and A, := K[U; ] @ K[ T,] @ K[ U,] with K- 
algebras of functions on R,. and A, := U; x T, x U,, respectively. Notice, 
however, that the restriction of 6 to A, is invertible in A, since, as it is easy 
to see, the restriction of d to T, is invertible in K[ T,.]. Thus A,-[8’1 = A,. 
We have the analogue of (2.2e): 
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(2.3b) The map 9,. : /1, -+ Q, given by qr(u -, t, U) = u tu is a bijection. 
Clearly rp, is just the restriction of ~0 in (2.2e) to A,. It now follows 
immediately, from (2.2f) and the remarks above, that 
2.3~ THEOREM. The bijection qr: A, + Q, induces an isomorphism of K- 
algebras q~: : K[T] [d-l]+ A, given by q,*(f) = f 0 q~,. :A, -+ fir + K. 
Finally, we shall need to know that J2, is “dense” in fi i.e., iffE K[r] 
vanishes on 0, then f E 0 on r (it is clear that Q is dense in G). This 
follows immediately if d, as a function of r, is not a zero divisor in K[T]. 
Since, if f E K[T] vanishes on Q, then fd = 0 on r, by definition of Q,, and 
therefore f = 0 on r. We therefore prove 
2.3d LEMMA. Let K be of characteristic not two. The restriction of d to r 
is not a zero divisor in K[T]. 
Proof: (For algebraic variety theory see, for example, [2].) Since all the 
elements of r are of determinant f I, the determinant function D satisfies 
D* = 1 in K[T]. Denote by Tt (r-) the subset of elements of r of deter- 
minant +I (-1). Then r= P u r- and Tf is of course the special 
orthogonal group. Both P and r- are closed subvarieties of r and are in 
fact its connected components. Therefore, their coordinate rings K[r+ ] and 
K[T- 1, the restriction of functions to P and r-, respectively, are integral 
domains. 
Now, considering D as an element of K[T], 
CLAIM. 
K[r] = (1 -0) K[Z-] @ (1 + D) KIT] (A) 
Proof of claim. Since (1 -0) + (1 + D) = 2 is invertible in K (hence in 
K[T]) then K[T] = (1 - D) K[T] + (1 + D) K[T]. Suppose that (1 - D)x = 
(1 + D>Y(x, YE KIT]). Th en, multiplying through by (1 - D), we get 
(1 - D)2x = (1 - D*) y; hence, since Dz = I, 2(1 - D)x = 0. This proves the 
claim. 
We identify (1 + D) K[T] with K[T+ ] as follows: 
Let Y’+ : K[T] --P K[T+ ] be the restriction map. Clearly (1 - D) KIT] c 
ker !P since Y+(D) = 1 in K[T+]. Suppose that (1 + D)x E ker Yy+ for 
some x E K[T]; then (1 + D) x(g) = 0 for all g E T’ and if g E r- then 
(1 +D)x(g)=O also since D(g)=-1. Hence (1 +D)xrO on r and is 
zero in K[T]. Thus (1 -0) K[T] = ker Yy+ and we may identify 
(1 + D) K[T] with K[T+ 1. Similarily, we may identify (1 - D) K[T] with 
K[T-] and this means that both are integral domains. 
Now, d = f(1 - D)d + ;(I + D)d in K[T] with both terms non zero since 
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d(l) = 1 and d(diag( 1, l,..., -l,..., l))=kl (a -1 in the (h+l,h+l)th 
place). Suppose that dx = 0 on r, for some x E K[T]. Then, since 
x = f( 1 - D)x + {( 1 + D)x, we have 
dx=f(l -D)d$(l 4)x+$(1 +D)&l +D)x 
and since (A) is direct, 
+<1 -D)Zdx=O, f(1 + D)* dx = 0. 
But, (I - D) K[T] and (1 + D) K[T] are integral domains; therefore 
(1 - D)x = 0 and (1 + D)x = 0 which implies that x = 0 as required to prove 
the lemma. 
Henceforth, K will always be of characteristic not two and we shall 
specialise to the odd orthogonal group so that n = 2h + 1, for some integer 
h > 0. 
3. THE COORDINATE RINGS OF U;, T, AND iJ, 
3.1 The Coordinate Rings K[U;] and K[U,j 
We investigate the elements of U,: let 0 be the (n x n) matrix 
where A and C are (h x h) upper triangular unipotent matrices, B is an 
(h x h) matrix, D an (h x 1) matrix and E a (1 x h) matrix.Now, 0 E U,. iff 
O’YO = Y, which yields the following necessary and suffkient conditions for 
0 to belong to U,, 
A’YC = Y, (RI) 
E+D’YC=O, WI 
B’YC + E’E + C’YB = 0, @3) 
where Y here is the (h X h) version of that defined in Section 1.2. 
Now, using (RI) and (R2), choosing A and D arbitrarily determines C 
and E completely. Further, using (R3) it is not hard to see that we can 
choose the (.u, v)th coefficients of B with ~1 + v < h arbitrarily, all remaining 
elements being determined by these and the (still) arbitrary elements of A 
and D. 
We can now prove 
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3.1 a PROPOSITION. The h2 coordinate functions (c,, : (a, v) E R, ) of U, 
freely generate the K-algebra K[ U,], where 
R,={(u,~):1~,u~h,~+l<v<2h+1-,a}. 
Proof: The K-algebra K[ Ur] is certainly generated by the set of elements 
k,,: l<jl<v<n}. (1) 
The calculations above on 0 show that if arbitrary values in K are assigned 
to each of the functions in (3.la) then there is a uniquely defined element of 
Ur at which they take these values. This shows that the functions of (3.1 a) 
are algebraically independent over K and that every function in (I) is a 
polynomial in them, which completes the proof. 
We can prove in a similar fashion: 
3. lb PROPOSITION. The h2 coordinate functions (c, v : (a, v) E R ; ) of U; 
freely generate the K-algebra K[ Vi], where 
3.2 The Coordinate Ring K[T,] 
(3.2a) It is easily seen that a diagonal matrix diag(t,, t2 ,..., t,) lies in r iff 
t, t; = 1. Thus t,, t, ,..., t, can be chosen arbitrarily nonzero and ti+ , = I. It 
follows that K[T,] is the K-algebra, 
where the coordinate functions are considered as functions of Tr. 
As an aside, we can now prove a result which will be required later. 
3.2b LEMMA. Let K be any infinite field and i? be its algebraic closure. 
Denote by r the odd orthogonal group construcfed using (n x n) matrices 
with entries from K. Then, Q, is dense in 0,; i.e., iff E K[T] (d- ‘1 vanishes 
on R, then f = 0. 
Proof: For any K, using Chevalley’s theorem (2.3~) and (3.la, b), (3.2a) 
we see that K[T][d-‘1 is isomorphic to the tensor product 
W)=K[T,, T,,..., Th2]OK(Z1,Zz,...,Zh+,:Z~+, = 1) 
0 K[T,,z+, 1 T,,z+tZ,...r Tm]r  
where T, , T, ,..., .Tzh2 are indeterminates and Z, , Z, ,..., Zht , are nonzero. 
Under this identification 0, corresponds to Kh* X (K*)ht ’ x Khz. The 
lemma follows using this and the obvious inclusion of P(K) in P(K). 
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3.2~ COROLLARY. The odd orthogonal group r is dense in f. 
Proof: This follows from (3.2b) using the fact that Q,. is dense in r by 
(2.3d). 
4. THE KERNEL OF Y?K+[G]-+K[T] 
4.1 Preliminaries 
Our first move will be to compute generators of the kernel of restriction 
‘PA: A + A,. By elementary algebra of tensors it is enough to compute 
generators of the kernels of each of the restriction maps: K[ U-1 onto 
K[U;], K[U] onto K[Ur] and K, [T] onto K[T,]. Before we commence, a 
definition: 
4.la DEFINITION. For (x,/I E n we define the following elements of 
K+ ICI: 
Notice that if C = (cJ, an (n X n) matrix, then 
C’YC - Y = (F,,), 
CYC’ - Y = (H,,). 
Clearly, we can also consider Fan and H,, as functions in K, [J], J any 
subgroup of G, by restriction. 
4.2 The Kernel of Restriction of K[ U] to U, and K[ U- ] to U; 
4.2a PROPOSITION. The kernel of restriction of functions in K[U] to U, 
is generated as an ideal of K[ U] by either of the following sets of elements in 
K[U]: 
or 
ProoJ: Consider the (n x n) matrix C = (c,,) of coordinate functions in 
K[ II]. By (4. la), Fao is the (a, /?)th coefficient of the matrix C’YC - Y. Let 
F be the ideal of K[ U] generated by all these elements. Then, since C is an 
upper triangular unipotent matrix, it is not difficult to see that F is also 
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generated by the set of elements (1). Now, since for any g E ZJ,, g’Yg - Y is 
a zero matrix, it is clear that F is contained in the kernel of restriction of 
K[U] to u,. 
Denote byAtw, the image of cU,, in K( U]/F and let d be the (n x n) matrix 
(?,,,,). Then C is an upper triangular unipotent matrix and C’YC - Y = 0. It 
follows that if we submit C to the process described in Section 3.1 we shall 
show, as in the proof of (3.la), that every coefficient cIuV can be expressed as 
a polynomial in the elements (2,“: (u, V) E Rh}, though these do not now 
necessarily freely generate K[ U]/F. 
Denoting the K-algebra K[c,,: (u, u) E R,,] by B, it follows immediately 
that K[U] = B + F. We also have that K[ U] = B @J, where J is the kernel 
of restriction of K[ U] to U,, the sum being direct since the coordinate 
functions with coefficients in R, freely generate K[U,.]. 
Now,letzEJ,thenz=x+ywithxEBandyEF.SinceFcJwehave 
x E Jf7 B, but the sum above is direct so that x = 0 and therefore z E F. 
This proves that the set of elements (1) generate J. 
By a similar argument, using the process for lower triangular unipotent 
matrices, we can show that (2) generates J also. This completes the proof. 
In a similar way we prove 
4.2b PROPOSITION. The kernel of restriction of functions in K[ U- ] to 
U; is generated as an ideal of K[ U- ] by either of the following sets of 
elements in K[ U-1: 
or 
4.3 The Kernel of Restriction of K, [T] to T, 
The following proposition is immediate from the remarks in Sections 2.1 
and 3.2: 
4.3a PROPOSITION. The kernel of restriction of functions in K + [T] to T, 
is generated as an ideal of K, [T] by the set of elements of K, [T]: 
{H,,=F,,:a’>a}. 
Now, Propositions (4.2a, b) and (4.3a) determine a generating set for the 
kernel of Y” in A = K[U-] OK+ [T] @ K[U]. 
4.4 The Kernel of Restriction of K, [G][d-‘1 to A,. 
We leave the reader to prove the following simple lemma concerning rings 
of fractions (but see [ 1, Prop. 3.31 for the proof of a similar result). 
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4.4a LEMMA. Let R and R, be commutative K-algebras with identity and 
f : R + R, be an epimorphism of algebras. Let S be a multiplicatively closed 
subset of R containing the identity; then 
O-,(kerf)[S-‘]+R[S-‘]<R,[f(S)-‘l-0 
is exact, where for r E R, s E S, J’(r/s) = f(r)/f(s) E R, [f(S)-‘]. 
Using (4.4a) we can construct the following commutative diagram, 
(ker Y”)[S-‘I - A[%‘] -?+ A, 
I 
2 
I 
I o* 
J[d-‘] --+ K, [G][d-‘1 LK[Z](d-‘1 
where J is the kernel of restriction !Z5 K, [G] + K[T] and rp*, 9: are the 
Chevalley isomorphisms given in (2.2f) and (2.3~). 
We know the kernel of FA by (4.4a), (4.2a, b) and (4.3a) and we shall use 
this to find a set of generators of J[d-‘I. 
4.4~ DEFINITION. Let Z be the ideal of K, [G] generated by all the F,, 
(a, P E n). 
Notice, that Z is also generated by all the H,, ; see, for example, the proof 
of Weyl [4, p. 1451 which works for any infinite field and can easily be 
modified to suit our definition of the orthogonal group. 
4.4d PROPOSITION. The ideals Z[d-‘1 and J[d-‘1 of K, [G][d-‘1 are 
equal. 
ProoJ: It is enough to show equality of the ideals rp*(Z[d-‘I) and 
(o*(J[d-‘I) in A [6-‘I. 
By (4.4b), rp*(J[d-‘I) = (ker P)[S-‘1 and by (4.2a, b) and (4.3a) the 
following elements of A = K[U-] OK+ [T] @ K[U] cA[E’] generate it as 
an ideal of A[6-‘]:F,,@l@l, l@l@H,, @>a) and l@F,,@l 
(a’ > a). 
Let X= {(a,P): a, /3 E n, p> a} and totally order it lexicographically so 
that (a’, /I’) < (a, p) iff a’ < a or a’ = a and p’ < /I. 
Now, for (a, p) E X define Z(a, p) to be the ideal of A [a-‘] generated by 
the elements cp*(F,,,,), ~p*(H,,s,) with (a’,/?) < (a,P). 
CLAIM. Z(a, j3) is also generated as an ideal of A [6-l] by the elements 
F nfofO 10 1, l@F,,,,@ 1, 1 @ 1 @H,.,, 
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for all (a’,(/?‘) < (a,/?) (note that F,,nj = 0 in K, [T] unless a’ = p’l, 
F,,,, = 0 in K[U-] and H,,,, = 0 in K[U]). 
Proof of Claim. Let (a, /I) E X, then 
rp*&J= c c,ic;k @ CllCkk @ ClaCkB - dad. (1) 
u.l.ken 
Now, since cUV = 0 in K[ ZJ] if ,u > v, the sum can be taken over all 1, k with 
l<a and k</3. 
Consider now the element of A [a-‘]: 
& (I;,, @ cI/ Ckk @ C,a ck& + a& 1 @ F,, @ 1 >. 
k<O 
(2) 
Note that since 82 a the conditions 1 < a, k < /? imply that ff& B> a > 1. 
Thus the terms F,, in K[ U] have (1, k) E X and (1, k) < (a, j?) in our ordering. 
We show this is precisely rp*(F,,). Expanding each F,, and F,, in (2) we 
have 
1 c,l ‘,-k @ ‘IICkk @ clo ck4 
/<a 
k<4 
w 
- gb ‘,d’ @ C//Ckk @ c,o ck4) 
n 
Now6,,-=Ounlessl=~,butthena=landk=~sinceff~~~a~l.Thus 
the second sum is 6&l @ c,,cGG @ 1) and this shows that rp*(F,,& equals 
(2). 
Similarily, it can be shown that for (a, j?) E X 
p*(H,o> = c bCBk @ C//Ckk @ H,k) + (t&t1 @Fe, @ l>. 
!<a 
k<D 
(3) 
We can now prove the claim by induction on (a, p). Fix (a, ,f3) E X and 
denote by (aO, j?,) the element of X next below (a, /?) in our ordering. 
Assume that the claim is true for Z(a,,&); then by the identites (2) and (3) 
we have, modulo Z(a,, p,) 
and 
p*(~,,) z 10 c,,cb4 0 H,, + &Al OF,, @ 1). 
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Hence, Z(a, /?) is the ideal generated modulo Z(a,, j?,,) by Fan @ 1 @ 1 and 
1 @ 1 OH,, in the case fl> a (using the fact that (1 @ c,,cfi6@ 1))’ E 
A [6-l]) and by 1 @ FaC @ 1 in the case a =/? (using the fact that F,, = 0 
in K[U-] and H,, = 0 in K[U]). 
Hence the claim is true for (a,P). It remains only to start the induction: 
let (a, p) = (1, l), the minimal element of X, then 
P*@,,) =F,, 0 cllcll@ 1, ~*(ff,,) = 1 0 cllcll 0 ff,, 
and since (1 @ c,, c,, @ 1))’ E A [a-‘] the proof of the claim is complete. 
Now, set (a, /?) = (n, l), the maximal element of X. Then Z(n, 1) c (I[&‘]) 
by definition and by the claim Z(n, 1) = cp*(J[d. ’ 1) since they are generated 
by the same set of elements of A c A [6-l]. Since we already have 
I[&‘] c.Z[d-‘1 it follows that o*(Z[d-‘I) = rp*(.Z[d-I]), proving the 
proposition. 
4.5 The Kernel of Y: K, [G] -+ K[T] 
We shall show that Z = J. but first a 
DEFINITION. For a E G define the right translation operator 
pa: K, [G] + K, [G] by p,(f)(g) = f(ga) for all fE K, [Cl, g E G. Then 
p, is a K-algebra automorphism of K + [G] with inverse pa -, . 
Suppose that a E P, then clearly p,(J) =.Z. Further, p,(Z) = Z since 
a’g’Ygu - Y = a’( g’Yg - Y)u so that p,(F,,) is a linear combination of 
F ‘s. a’L3’ 
4.5a THEOREM. Let K be algebraically closed. Then Z = J. 
Proof: By the Nullstellensatz [ 1, p. 851, J equals the set off E K, [G] 
such that f r E Z for some integer r > 0, i.e., the radical of I. Let 
x, 3 x2,*-, x, E J be generators of J, then for each t E t, xidSf E Z for some 
integer si > 0 since J[d-‘1 = Z[d-‘1 (4.4d). Let s be the maximum amongst 
these integers; then Jd’ c I. Further, since for a E Z, p,(J) = J we have 
J . L c Z, where L is the ideal of K, [G] generated by all the p,(dS) with 
a E r. 
Now, by the Nullstellensatz Y(L) = K[T] for suppose not; then ul(L) is 
contained in some maximal ideal M of K[T], say. The Nullstellensatz implies 
that there is some g E Z at which A4 and hence !P(L) vanishes. Hence 
p,(d$)(g) = 0 for all a E Z’, which implies that dS(l) = 0, a contradiction. 
We can now prove the theorem; since !P(L) = K[T] there is some 
1 + x E L with x E J (recall that J = ker !P). Now xr( 1 + x) = xr + xrf’ E Z 
for all r > 0. But xr E Z for some r > 0, which implies by regression that 
x E Z and then J( 1 + x) c Z implies J c I. This completes the proof of the 
theorem since we already have that Z c J. 
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4.5b COROLLARY. Let K be any infinite field of characteristic not two. 
Then I = J. 
Proof: Let i? be the algebraic closure of K. Then, using the obvious 
notation, if f E J then f = 0 on r and hence on T by (3.2~). Whence 
f E .i= r and therefore f E I as required. 
Remark. (a) In the case characteristic of K equal to zero this theorem 
was proved by Weyl [4, Theorem 5.2C] using classical invariant theory. 
(b) Our approach here can be used on the symplectic group to prove a 
result similar to (4.5b), extending Weyl’s result 14, Theorem 6.3B] in charac- 
teristic zero. 
In the case of the even orthogonal group, d is a zero divisor in the afline 
algebra (the Big Cell contains only matrices of determinant one so is not 
dense in the group). It would seem therefore that we should either work with 
the special orthogonal group or enlarge the Big Cell to include a copy in r-. 
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